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Although offset lithography is the most popular method of

commercial printing, many purposes and products require oth

er methods. In this chapter you learn about these other process

es and ways to locate printers who use them.

Some printers using non-offset methods focus on partic

ular products, such as labels, clothing, magazines or boxes.You

can buy these products through an offset printer, but usually

at a substantial markup. Going directly to a specialty printer

saves money and speeds production. Knowing about non-off

set printers also increases options in design and management

because offset simply cannot print many items.

Printing is any mechanized process that repeatedly trans

fers an image from a master, such as a plate, die, negative, sten

cil or electronic memory, to a substrate, such as paper or cloth.

All of the following methods fit that definition.

In this chapter we refer only occasionally to the four qual

ity categories for offset printing defined in chapters one and

seven. Although concepts such as register, density and dot gain

remain the same, reasonable quality standards vary Widely

from one printing method to the next.

Some printers using flexography and screen are not accus

tomed to meeting the exacting quality standards common

with offset and gravure printing. For example, ink density may

vary throughout the run causing reversed type to block up or

making bar codes unreadable.You can specify parameters for

density and other measurable aspects of quality just as you
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would for offset, then use a press check to verify that the print

er meets your requirements.

Planning and prepress. The process of planning and prepar

ing a print job stays essentially the same regardless of which

printing method you use.You need answers to questions about

quantity, cost and schedule. Prepress services familiar with the

requirements of specific printing methods can work with files

in common formats, such as PostScript,TIFF/IT and PDF.

In addition to variations caused by different substrates and

quality expectations, each printing process has specific guide

lines for screen rulings, image trapping, dot gain and ink densi

ties. Dialog boxes in commonly used design software, however,

refer to offset printing, not to one of the other methods. Fur

thermore, platemaking for other processes that require plates

which is most of them-is relatively slow and expensive. Only

offset offers dependable computer-to-plate technology. For

these reasons, you need to work closely with prepress experts

when preparing files for any printing method other than offset.

• PRINT ON DEMAND

We have been in a print-on-demand business since printers

opened their doors for business. However, this term is now

being used to describe four different segments that digital

presses have promoted: short run, electronic collation, specialty

1
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Machines made for on-demand printing are designed for effi

cient production of short runs:one hundred to five thousand

copies.They offer both advantages and disadvantages when

compared to conventional offset printing.

••

ADVANTAGES

Fast turnaround.

All-digital pathway from computer to press. Machines ready

to print within minutes of receiving RIPed data.Sheets dry,

ready for finishing when delivered from press.

No film or plate.

Having no disposable supplies cuts costs and reduces wastes.

Precise quantities.

Print only what you need.

Low makeready.

Presses up to contract color in ten or fifteen sheets.

Lower unit costs on short runs.

Fast prepress and makeready compared to other printing

methods.

Variable message.

Printing controlled by database can change the image-per

sonalize-individual sheets.

Uniform quality.

Fixed and variable data printed at the same time using the

same technology.

Up-to-date message.

Fast turnaround and eliminating inventory means products

carry no obsolete information.

Easy adjustments on press.

Machines respond quickly to computer commands to

change color and density.

Improved cash flow.

Dollars not tied up in inventoryand the costs ofstorage.

Easy archiving.

Jobs are stored as digital files, not hard copy or film.

Useful for imprinting.

Many on-demand presses accept stock previously printed by

another method.

DISADVANTAGES

Higher unit costs for long runs.

Processes require highly skilled operators and proprietary

supplies.

Less accurate prepress proofs.

Digital proofing systems integrated with conventional inks,

not toners and proprietary inks.

Less accurate color matches.

Systems based on toners and proprietary inks yield colors

that may not match colors developed for conventional print

ing inks.

Extensive testing and partnering.

Workflow management requires careful interfacing and con

stant preflighting.

Reduced paper choices.

Machines have maximum sheetsize approximately 13" x18"

(340mm x 460mm) and limited to a handful of paper weights

and surfaces.

Reduced quality options.

Resolutions of600-800 dpi limit screen rulings.

Fixed press speeds.

Operators cannot run machines slowly for press checks and

then change to high speeds for production runs.

I;~
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In addition to applying addresses and posta/ bar codes from databases, on-demand and ink-jet printing
can personalize products in many ways. Following are just a few examples:

•newsletters with articles written for specific departments or neighborhoods

•magazines with ads and inserts for readers with specific interests

•bid specifications and requests for proposals

•catalogs with locol maps and pricing

• direct mailers whose product mix and drop dates are based on customer demographics

•sales letters with coupons for recipient's favorite products

• review copies ofbooks and liners for CDs and videos

• invoices and statements with charts andgraphs showing usage

•proposals edited for specific agencies and review sessions

• financial reports with charts showing the status of individual accounts

•operator manuals and training gUides tailored to individual system configurations and
workflows

• textbooks with illustrations and reading difficulty specific to grade level

:1 +
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printing and personalization. Printing on

demand at a commercial or in-house

shop is similar to using a desktop print

er.Writing, design and prepress are part

ofthe customer's digital workflow. Files

go electronically to a printing machine.

There is no film or plates.

Customers use printing on demand

to produce short runs ofdocuments such

as textbooks, technical manuals and

impact statements.The processes are also

useful for short runs of products such as

fliers, brochures and inserts that need

pleasing color and instant turnaround.

To locate printers with on-demand

capability, check retail quick printers and

copy centers. You may also get leads by

asking the textbook manager at the

bookstore of a large university, the doc

umentation production manager for a

software publisher, or sales reps for com

panies that provide the hardware, such

as Agfa, IBM, Indigo, Tektronix, Xeikon

and Xerox.

Many customers who use on

demand printers have icons for printing

companies, and sometimes even spe

cific presses, on their computer desktops.

They finish designs or update informa

tion and then click their mice to send

files to the printing company. Products

from files ready to print are produced in

a few hours.

On-demand devices operate at one

uniform speed, so they have an entirely

different economy from presses that

operate at variable speeds. With press

es,unit costs drop as print runs increase.

With on-demand printing, unit costs stay

the same throughout the run, Copy

number one thousand costs the same

as copy number one.

Most on-demand systems use ton

er, a powder that sticks to the charged

areas of a belt or drum.The toner trans-

fers to paper as it passes through the

machine. Heated rollers fuse the toner

to the paper.The generic name for this

process is electro-photography.

Like offset presses, some on-demand

machines operate sheetfed and some

operate as web presses. In addition,

many on-demand presses can print on

one side (simplex) or both sides (duplex).

The largest on-demand presses have

imaging areas about 20 inches wide, con

siderably smaller than the largest offset,

flexo and gravure presses. Relatively

small imaging areas, combined with rel

atively slow press speeds, make on

demand printing most economical for

very short runs.

Machines based on xerography pro

duce four-c%r jobs using toners that

simulate process inks. A few machines,

however, use inks. Like toner-based

machines, these machines create images

using lasers controlled by digital files.
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Images transfer to a blanket cylinder that Most periodicals and catalogs are -picks up ink and passes it to an impres- addressed using ink-jet. A printer mak-

sion cylinder for printing on paper.This ing catalogs might have six nozzles to "Our printer did com-
offset process is similar to presses that print individual sales messages on

patibility testing for ~

use plates. bound-in order forms and another six ,
Conventional offset printing creates nozzles for a different message plus our platforms and

an identical image on each sheet, but on- address and bar codes on the cover. software for a long :nUt,
lfii,

demand printing creates a new image While ink-jet is most useful for direct book project. All went

I:
for each impression. The "new" image mailings, its speed and economy make it smoothly until blue-
might be identical to the previous image, practical for personalizing business forms,

line stage when I
or the new image might involve a slight coding document entry systems and num-

change, such as the name of a different bering tickets.The process also works well noticed odd fraction
l , ,

reader or a different color on the cover. with rough and uneven surfaces. characters that

11
Causing a new image on each press Most printers and lettershops using popped up for no ...

sheet requires that all ink transfer from the ink-jet offer one color only. Color work, apparent reason. The
blanket with each impression.This feat however, is available. Using the three

"i •
requires proprietary inks with special for- process colors plus black, color ink-jet culprit turned out to

Pi~

mulas, not generic to any brand of offset systems can produce anywhere from be a minor upgrade
press. Proprietary inks drive up costs and eight to five thousand shades, depend- in their page-layout
may not create colors that integrate with ing on software. application that
common color matching systems.

recognized certain
The ink-based machines also require LARGE-FORMAT PRINTERS

papers with special coatings to ensure If you need very shorts runs-or even keystrokes in my -=.i.L

~
good holdout and 100 percent ink trans- single copies-of banners, displays,maps older software as

+Ifer. The need for special papers adds to or other large items, look for a large-for- something quite
costs and limits choices of substrates. mat printer.These devices use ink-jet and different. They just

similar technologies to print directly from
assumed that I had

• INK-JET computer files.

Large-format devices operate like upgraded too."
Another form of computer-controlled desktop printers on steroids. Preparing

printing uses equipment with tiny noz- files requires similar skills and software,

zles that release ink droplets through an but the devices print on wide rolls instead

electrostatic charging unit onto paper. ofoffice-size sheets.Substrates can include

The charge shapes droplets into letters. films for backlit displays and plastics for

Ink-jet printing is quiet and fast. Noth- outdoor ads as well as a variety ofpapers.

ing mechanical strikes paper. One nozzle You can find large-format devices at

might generate sixty-six thousand drops quick print and sign shops, reprograph-

a second and print a business letter in ic and blueprint companies, and photo

two seconds. Because ink-jet systems developing and prepress services. Some

I
have few moving parts, these setups are screen and flexography printers use these

highly reliable and easily maintained. devices to make proofs as well as pro-

Ink-jet as a commercial process is duce end products.

used for printing addresses and person-

al messages at mailing services.Messages • FLEXOGRAPHY !,,!l1 !~

can change in a micro second. Moreover;

inking nozzles are mounted in line with Printing on substrates that don't work Icollating and addressing equipment. well in offset presses often calls for flex-
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rle)(o [)resses can nmlt \A;ph

substrates at very high

substrate

The imic;rPII;rm

presses the substrate into

Ink Is thin and
dries non-porous

substrates such as
andfoi!.

/CAe; iJflAlD have raised that transfer ink
from the ani/ox roller to the substrate.

Plates are made from

sheets ofsoft rubber
that wrap around the

plate cylinder.

Fle;(Q(j!ralJhy us,,:,s aniline ink, so the mk

roller is called an anilox roller,

8-3 Flexography
Because uses a relatively softplate and prints plate to surface (not offset), it works for rough materials, such as fat)ric, wClllpap,?r, corr.u-

gated cardboard where quantity requirements make screen Flexo is also useful for printing labels and decals

because the same plate thatprints can also kiss die cut.
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Screen printing is the most simple of all

printing processes. A printer needs only

a screen stencil, ink and squeegee.The

screen fabric is wire or polyester, not silk.

Ink forced through the screen prints in

the stencil's pattern.

Printers use the screen method for

products such as T-shirts, signs and bot

tles. Most products are printed after man

ufacture. Ring binders, for example, don't

go through an offset press but can easily

be screen printed. Plastic comb bindings

have screen printed titles on the spine.

Stencils for screen printing are cut by

hand, stamped by machine or made pho

tographically. Photographic stencils are

made by exposing light through a neg

ative onto light-sensitive emulsion spread

on the screen.

• SCREEN

Exploring Other Printing Methods

Etchings are called cuts, a term

applied to all letterpress art.The process

of etching removes the nonimage area

from the plate, leaving raised lines,

halftone dots or other matter to print.

Before the day ofcamera-ready art, print

ers maintained a supply of standing cuts

to use much like today's clip art.lnfor

mation set in type under the cut was

called the cutline, a term still used as a

synonym for caption.

Fine letterpress printing is cloaked in

five centuries of graphic tradition that,

for some hobbyists, lends its products an

ancient mystique. Artistic letterpress

printing is often produced on handmade

paper and enhanced with gilding and

other flourishes.

To locate a printer or hobbyist who

can print using a letterpress, ask owners

of art and photo galleries. Letterpress

printers may also be known to engravers,

die cutters and officials of your regional

trade association of printers.

• LETTERPRESS

For centuries, printing meant letterpress.

Asian artisans invented the technique,

using individual letters made of clay.

Gutenberg developed the process in Ger

many, using characters molded from lead.

He assembled the characters into wood

en trays, inked their surfaces, then pressed

paper against them to transfer the image.

Letterpress is a form of relief print

ing, meaning that characters on the plate

are higher than the material surround

ing them. Rubber stamps work on the

same principle.Type printed on a letter

press may feel indented because of its

direct contact with the paper.

In addition to setting letters by hand,

printers can mold letterpress plates from

a variety of materials, including plastic,and

can etch plates with chemicals or lasers.

from metallic labels to absorbent paper

board.Flexo printers and customers often

consider any color good enough, so they

print without proofing.

You can see flexo color control

images, small squares called eye mark

ers, printed on the inside flaps of pack

ages containing consumer goods, such

as food or cosmetics. Eye markers are

used for automatic control of density and

register and may be used to guide slit

ting and trimming machines.

Printers using flexography specialize

in specific products, such as wallpaper or

shrink-wrapping, and often perform fin

ishing operations inline with printing, For

example, package printers die cut, label

printers semi-slit, and envelope convert

ers score, fold and glue.

To locate flexographic printers, look

in classified directories under"Packag

ing" and under products such as boxes,

labels and bags, or inquire at a local pre

press service.

ography. The process uses soft plastic

plates on a web press.Water-based inks

dry almost instantly, allowing fast press

speeds on substrates that do not absorb

moisture.

Flexo is popular in the packaging

industry because presses can run so

many different substrates, from 10-mil

plastic for bags to double-wall corrugat

ed cardboard for cartons. Printing buy

ers familiar with converting boxes and

envelopes routinely use flexo printers.

You see flexo printing in everyday

products, such as milk cartons, bread and

candy wrappers, gift wrapping, cereal

boxes, corrugated cartons, priority mail

ing envelopes, grocery bags (paper and

plastic) and labels on cans and bottles.

Plates for flexo are made from film or

files,are available in a variety ofthicknesses

and cost about 25 percent more than off

set plates to make. Prepress services

choose and image plates according to

requirements of specific substrates and

presses. Flexo printers typically leave pre

press to outside services.Digital platemak

ing on press for flexo is common only in

the newspaper industry with standard

ized substrates and press adjustments.

Flexography doesn't give the fine

screen rUliQgs of offset, so images may

not seem sharp. Furthermore, the soft

plates stretch and bend on press, giving

flexography standards of dot gain and

register lower than those of offset. Mini

mum highlight dots are about 10 per

cent, compared to about 3 percent for

offset and gravure. On the other hand,

flexo can lay down dense layers of ink on

some substrates, creating opacity

approaching screen printing.

The wide variety of substrates and

inks used in f1exography make color man

agement more difficult than with offset

or gravure. Quality expectations vary

widely according to substrates ranging



The screen
stretched across a
frame to hold it
for each im!)rec,sion.

runs un,[j ILlW 1')U(J(]el \.

Screen printing can sometimes
besirr,lple~ so lends itself to short

Images on a screen consist
ofthousands
areas between threads of
the mesh.

Because the stencil and the
screen are soft, rnpv flJn

form to tilE' ShaD,? at VariOllS
substrates.
ware, plastic bottles and
binders are screen

ink

ink is rp!r7tivp!vthi,r!r

produce images with high
er densities ,han possible
with other forms

Asqueegee forces ink
through the holes onto the ---,
substrate beneath.

Amask (S,E'nC(i) nreVl2nrs
ink from through
non-image areas ofthe
mesh.

Getting it Printed

8-4 Screen printing
You can useyour computer to design for screen printing, butyou may need to output as positive prints, not negative film. Keep screen rulings
coarse-85 Ipi for smooth substrates, 65 or even 551pi for rough surfaces.
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"Scheduling used to
be the most difficult
topic I dealt with.
People in marketing
just could not accept
how long it really took
to plan and produce
printed materials.
Now we produce all
our materials on
demand using digital
presses. Nobody calls
me 'the last minute
witch woman'
anymore."

8-5 Engraving

The mrf"nsf" nrf"lSlJrP ornn enQl'ovirw press forces recesses etched into

the plate E'ngrovillg ink is very thick, making the raised image even more distinct

-+
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Short runs. If you need twenty lawn signs,

fifty posters or two hundred bumper

stickers, think of screen printing.

Heavy ink coverage.Screen printing lays

down ink up to thirty times thicker than

lithography and five times heavier than

gravure.Furthermore, inks are opaque.Col

ors are more dense and durable than from

other processes. Screen works perfectly

for outdoor advertising,such as billboards.

Ink variety. Screen printing lends itself

to ink with satin, gloss or fluorescent fin

ishes and to ink that accepts flocks or oth-

Commercial screen printing may be

done by hand using only simple equip

ment or on automatic presses ofvarying

size and complexity. Large commercial

presses use the same technology you can

use to print a few T-shirts for your soft

ball team.

Halftones can be screen printed. On

smooth surfaces, such as bottles,80-line

screens work fine. On fabrics, halftone

dots must be large enough to adhere to

the mesh of clothing. Ideally, one dot

prints at the intersection of at least

four threads. Fabric mesh counts should

be about four times the line count

of halftone screens. Screen-printed

halftones tend to lookbetter on synthetic

rather than natural fibers because

monofilament threads give sharper

images and better register.

Screen printers make stencils from

hard copy or files, so you need to consult

a printer for details.The shop may prefer

larger traps than needed for offset print

ing or want film emulsion up instead of

down. Screen printers vary widely in their

preferences for halftone dot sizes, espe

cially for billboards and other large signs.

Screen printing has several advan

tages over other methods in specific sit

uations..
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Images etched into a
gravure ri/iinriar ,,\tiC

millions
tor blade

The cylinder
presses paper against the
gravure cylinder-Ink from
the wells forms
from millions ofdots.

With gravure printing, all
images consist ofdots of
ink transferred from the
wells.

substrate

::--"'",,,1 printed image

one sionature or

paper

impressian
cylinder

as wide as i20 inches (3

ink fountain

dactor blade

-$-

for magaZines and catalogs because it can print on lightweight paper. Many publications appearon 35#
on postage as with flexagraphy far printing packaging materials and

floor coverlnos.lt rivals lithagraphy for as advertising supplements to Sunday newspapers.

ink is

archemi
cals engrave the wells. A
scanner reading ahalftone
positive gUides the stylus.

Getting it Printed

or even 5UIF SfOCK,SQVli

8-6 Gravure
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8-7Thermography
While slow-drying ink is still wet, a nozzle sprays thermography powder over the printed sheet. Powder that doesn't adhere to the ink is vac

uumed away. Heat melts the remaining powder, making it rise. The powder has no color itself, so, as it melts, it takes on the color of the

underlying ink.

Slow-drying ink which is

applied by a letterpress or
offset press is still wet.

colorless powder

Thermography powder

is sprayed over the

printed sheet.

Powder not adhering

to the wet ink is vacu

umedaway.

Heat fuses the powder
and ink causing the

image to rise.
I
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er decorative substances.There are spe

cial inks to print on glass, metal, card

board and other substrates. The

electronics industry uses screen printing

to etch circuits on copper-plated boards.

Acid-resisting ink covers image areas,

allowing acid to etch away the nonim

age copper surfaces.

Large images. Because the screen

process is so simple, frames holding sten

cils can be larger than the largest offset

presses. Screen printers make huge

posters and banners.

Versatility. Advocates call screen print

ing the print-anything process. In addi

tion to printing clothing and dishware,

the process works well for menu covers,

greeting cards and posters. Wallpaper,

paneling, metal signs, glass and other

materials that cannot be printed with

lithography are easily screen printed. Inks

go on so heavily they adhere to almost

any surface.

Screen printing does have limitations.

It's slow both in printing and drying.Reg

ister on some substrates can be difficult

and dot gain unpredictable, especially

with fabrics whose absorbency varies.

Screen printers have their own clas

sification in most directories. They are

also listed under the products they make,

such as outdoor advertising, book and

catalog covers and loose-leaf binders.

• GRAVURE

Gravure plates are cylinders that carry

images consisting of millions of tiny cells

filled with ink.The cells vary in depth and

width, so some hold more ink than oth

ers. Mounted on web presses, the cylin

ders transfer ink directly to paper. Gravure

presses have no blankets. Printers use

gravure for long runs (millions) of mag

azines and catalogs.

The size of a gravure press is

expressed by the width of paper it can

print. And compared to offset webs,

gravure presses are huge, running rolls

anywhere from 70 inches to 118 inches

wide, with cutoffs from SO to 7S inches.

Large widths mean that gravure com

monly produces signatures of forty-eight

or sixty-four pages.

Paper for gravure is relatively soft and

extremely smooth. Stock with even minor

irregularities tends to miss contact with

some of the tiny wells carrying ink. But

stock doesn't have to cost lots of money.

In fact,gravure is attractive for jobs such

as direct-mail catalogs because it works

well on relatively low-grade paper. To

ensure that it releases from the wells onto

paper, ink has almost no tack. Picking

doesn't happen.
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Also known as raised printing, thermogra

phy costs less than engraving,can be pro

duced more quickly and,to the untrained

consumer, looks and feels similar.

Thermography is a four-stage process

that begins with offset printing using ink

that dries slowly. Printed sheets exit from

the press onto a conveyor belt taking

them through the next three stages. First,

sheets are sprayed with a fine resin pow

der. Powder sticks to the wet ink. Second,

a vacuum unit collects all powder not

adhering to ink.Third, a heating unit melts

the remaining powder into the ink. The

powder swells as it melts, so the printing

rises above the surface of the paper.

Powder used for thermography may

be fine, medium or coarse.The choice of

powder depends on the image being

thermographed. Very little powder can

adhere to the wet ink of fine lines and

small dots, but larger type and solids hold

powder easily. Medium powder works

well in most situations, but fine lines

require fine powder for best results.

Thermography powder takes on the

color of the underlying ink, but may not

match perfectly. Ifyour job needs precise

color match, experiment with inks and

papers before beginning production.

How much rise a thermographed

image has depends on how much pow

der adheres to its ink when wet. Control

over inks, powders and heat also deter

mines whether the outcome looks uni

formly glossy or has a stippled,

orange-peel effect.

• THERMOGRAPHY

dies are limited to press runs up to about

five thousand impressions.

People who appreciate engraved

printing also recognize fine paper. Using

anything less than the best reduces

engraving's exquisite impact.

For years, commercial printers were

called "printers and engravers."Printing

used letterpresses; engraving involved

images cut (engraved) into thick metal

plates. Currency and most stock certifi

cates are still engraved because engrav

ing yields the sharpest image of any

printing method.

Images for engraving are cut into the

metal plate rather than raised above plate

surfaces as in letterpress. The surface of

the plate is covered with ink, then wiped

clean, leaving the engravings full of ink.

The press then forces paper into the

inked recesses, transferring the image to

the surface of the paper.

Engraved paper feels slightly indent

ed behind its image areas.The process

uses thick, opaque inks available in both

gloss and dull finishes. Gloss inks may

appear metallic.When planning engraved

letterhead destined for a laser printer,

verify that inks are heat resistant.

Presses for engraving apply high

pressures over small areas and tend to

be small. Images larger than approxi

mately 4" x 8" require dividing.To get

engraved images at both top and bot

tom of a letterhead,for example, requires

two impressions.

Engraving takes special presses and

techniques and costs more than offset.

Operators cut dies by hand, chemically

etch them from mechanicals or laser

burn them from electronic files. Hand

cut dies are made of steel; etched and

burned dies are made of copper.

Whether to use engraving steel or

copper dies depends on needs for qual

ity, variety and quantity. Steel dies give

the highest quality and the longest press

runs, but engravers making them may be

limited to only a few typefaces. Copper

• ENGRAVING

Getting it Printed

The ability to cut portions of the

image to various depths into the plate

gives gravure the ability to print a wide

range of tones because the plate can

deliver different amounts of ink to vari

ous parts of an image. Dense and vary

ing ink coverage yields superior color,

even on inexpensive papers. And inking

remains constant throughout the run.

Printers use a diamond stylus to

engrave a gravure cylinder (plate). The

stylus is guided by lasers scanning

halftone positives or by digital files.

Cylinders for gravure printing cost

about four times more than offset plates

to make, so gravure works best for runs

of over a million impressions.The typical

customer of a gravure printer is a pub

lisher with a magazine or catalog on press

ten or twelve times per year. Each issue

might require a week or more of press

time. Buyers who work with gravure print

ers are experienced and specialized.

Gravure has specifications for film

and platemaking different from the specs

for offset. For example, a printer may ask

for film positives developed to density

standards that you find unfamiliar.

To compare gravure with lithogra

phy, examine any copy of National Geo

graphic published since 1975. The

editorial matter, both text and photo

graphs, is printed gravure at 175 Ipi, while

the advertising and cover are printed

web offset.

Classified directories for major cities

list gravure printers under"Rotogravure."

Many gravure printers advertise in trade

journals aimed at printing buyers for cat

alogs and national magazines, and are

known to printing buyers at companies

that mail millions of consumer catalogs.
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Thermographed images may scratch.

Abrasion is no problem with lightly han

dled products, such as announcements,

but can make images on catalog covers

appear dull after heavy use. And ther

mography doesn't stand up well to heat,

such as from laser printers.The powder

may melt, losing its rise and luster.

Although thermography is used

mainly for business cards, invitations and

letterheads, the method is applicable to

many other products. You could use

thermography on the covers of booklets

and directories, on greeting cards of all

kinds and on small fliers and posters. But

avoid thermography across folds, where

it can crack, and in large solids, where it

can blister.

Thermography can use several ink

colors and even works with screen tints

having coarse rulings.The melting pow

der may, however, plug up finely ruled

tints and fine lines in reverses.
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